Hello,
We look forward to seeing you soon at Central Texas Eye Center for your cataract evaluation.
As your team, we want to help you make the most of your vision. At your last visit, the doctor
discussed how cataract removal would give you the opportunity to optimize your vision.
We know a cataract diagnosis may sound scary, but we want you to know that millions of
people are diagnosed with and treated for cataracts each year.
While cataract surgery is very common, every patient is unique. There are different preferences
to consider and goals to set for life after your surgery. We’ll take the time to discuss your
hobbies, motivations, and lifestyle so that your doctor can better understand what’s important
to you and your visual needs.
Before your appointment please consider what you want from your vision.
• What hobbies and activities are important to you?
• How do you like to read (book, newspaper, digital device)?
• Do you drive at night or spend time in dimly lit environments?
• How do you feel about glasses and contacts?
Please take the time to fill out the enclosed lifestyle questionnaire and bring it with you on the
day of your visit. On the next page, you’ll find a brief outline of your lens implant options, to
help guide the discussion with our team.
Life after cataracts is something to look forward to, and this is a great opportunity to get the
vision you’ve always wanted. By getting to know you better and understanding what matters to
you, we can help you discover the vision that’s right for your lifestyle.
It’s time to live the life you want to see. We look forward to seeing you back soon!
Sincerely,
Dr. Jonathan C. Welch
Dr. Joshua K. Hu
Dr. Melissa Smith

****Disclaimer: Prices subject to change, Please call Central Texas Eye Center (512-353-1300)
and San Marcos Surgery Center (512-754-7999) for complete pricing****

Basic Lens
Monofocal or single focus lenses help you see at one single focal distance, usually set for
far away, which means you’ll likely need glasses to focus on near objects. It can be set
for near, or in some cases one set for each, also known as monovision. These lenses are
covered by insurance and Medicare, with no added out of pocket costs.

Astigmatism Reduction Lens
$1100 per eye

$675 Surgeon Fee & $425 Surgery Center Fee

Astigmatism is an irregular curvature to the clear front part of the eye. If we find this on
your pre-op testing you may qualify for a lens that addresses astigmatism at the time of
cataract surgery. This implant will correct your vision at one distance, either near or far,
and the astigmatism, giving you the chance to be free of glasses at one distance.

Advanced Technology Lens
$2495 per eye

$1500 Surgeon Fee & $995 Surgery Center Fee

Our clinic currently offers the newest and most innovative options for extended depth
of focus and multifocal lenses. Advanced Technology lenses enhance your opportunity
to reduce or eliminate your reliance on eye glasses after cataract surgery. Based on your
lifestyle, preferences, and pre-op measurements our surgeons will find what is optimal
for you. With Advanced Technology Lenses, there is always a possibility you may see
halos, glare and starbursts, especially at night around bright lights.

RxSight Light Adjustable Lens
$3250 per eye

$2250 Surgeon Fee & $1000 Surgery Center Fee

The light adjustable lens from RxSight is the first and only intraocular lens that allows
your physician to optimize your vision following cataract surgery. You will be able to
preview and compare possible vision outcomes with your doctor based on your personal
desires and lifestyle requirements. After light treatments the lens offers a combination
of high quality vision at distance, intermediate, and near.
****Disclaimer: Prices subject to change, Please call Central Texas Eye Center (512-353-1300)
and San Marcos Surgery Center (512-754-7999) for complete pricing****

CENTRAL TEXAS EYE CENTER

PRE-SURGICAL CATARACT PATIENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Patient Name: ________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
Reason for exam today (patient words) _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
What specific improvements in your daily life do you hope to gain with surgery?______________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Eye Being Evaluated:

 LEFT EYE

 RIGHT EYE

This must be filled out for each surgery eye.

Visual Function Status
Do you have difficulty, even with glasses, with the following activities?
1.

Reading small print, such as labels on medicine bottles, telephone books,
or food labels?

 Yes  No

2.

Reading a newspaper or book?

 Yes  No

3.

Reading a large-print book, or large-print newspaper, or large
numbers on a telephone?

 Yes  No

4.

Recognizing people when they are close to you?

 Yes  No

5.

Recognizing people from across a room?

 Yes  No

6.

Judging distance such as in seeing steps, stairs, or curbs?

 Yes  No

7.

Reading traffic signs, street signs, or store signs?

 Yes  No

8.

Doing fine handwork like sewing, knitting, crocheting, carpentry, baiting a hook
or other fine tasks?

 Yes  No

9.

Writing checks, reading bills, filling out forms, or telling time on a watch?

 Yes  No

10.

Playing games such as bingo, dominoes, or card games?

 Yes  No

11.

Taking part in sports like bowling, handball, tennis, or golf?

 Yes  No

12.

General household upkeep, cooking, or ironing?

 Yes  No

13.

Seeing television or movies?

 Yes  No

14.

If you live alone and wish to remain independent, are you able to care
for yourself with your present vision?

 Yes  No

Visual Symptoms:
Have you been bothered by:
1.

Poor night vision?

 Yes  No

2.

Seeing rings or halos around lights?

 Yes  No

3.

Glare caused by headlights or bright sunlight?

 Yes  No

4.

Glare on a cloudy day?

 Yes  No

5.

Hazy and/or blurry vision?

 Yes  No

6.

Seeing well in poor or dim light?

 Yes  No

7.

Poor color vision?

 Yes  No

Pre-Surgical Cataract Patient Questionnaire

8.
Double vision?
Driving

 Yes  No

1.

Do you currently drive a car?

2.

How much difficulty do you have driving during the day because of your vision?





3.

 No (go to question 4)

No difficulty.
A little difficulty.
A moderate amount of difficulty.
A great deal of difficulty.

How much difficulty do you have driving at night because of your vision?





4.

 Yes (continue)

No difficulty.
A little difficulty.
A moderate amount of difficulty.
A great deal of difficulty.

When did you stop driving?
 Less than 6 months ago.
 6 to 12 months ago.
 More than 1 year ago.

Answer only if you answered no to question 1.

Cataract surgery can almost always be safely postponed until you feel you need better vision. If stronger glasses will
not improve your vision anymore, and if the only way to help you see better is cataract surgery, do you feel your
vision problem is bad enough to consider cataract surgery now?
 Yes  No

Patient Signature: ______________________________________________________________________

VISION FOR YOUR LIFESTYLE.
SURVEY FOR CATARACT PATIENTS
You have an important decision to make about your vision future.
This survey is designed to help us understand your vision goals so we can
provide you with the best possible lens for your lifestyle.

1

Throughout the day, you perform activities that require your eyes
to focus at different distances.
Circle or write in the activities that are most important for your lifestyle:

DISTANCE
Driving

Golf

Sporting
events

Scenery

OTHER

INTERMEDIATE
Car
dashboard

Computer

Grocery
shopping

Games &
puzzles

Sewing

Mobile phone
or tablet

OTHER

NEAR
Fine print

OTHER

Makeup

2

On average, how many hours per day do you spend:

3

Thinking long-term, how important is it that you rely on your glasses less often?

4

How often do you drive in low-light conditions (dusk, night, dawn, rain)?

5

As best you can, mark where your personality type fits on this scale.

please indicate the number next to the activity;

Driving

I don’t mind

Never

Engaging in
lifestyle activities
(i.e. golf, gardening,
cooking, etc.)

Using media
devices (i.e.
mobile phone,
tablet, e-reader)

It’d be nice

Not often,
but I’d like to

Glasses are
annoying

Occasionally

Easygoing

6
7

Knitting,
reading
fine print

I hate
wearing them

Often

Perfectionist

I know that my insurance may only
cover some of the procedure, and I want
to learn about my treatment options.
Agree

Reading
books,
newspapers

Disagree

If my procedure is not fully covered
by insurance, I want to learn about
financing options.
Agree

Disagree

To ensure your visit is a great experience, please share any questions or
concerns you would like us to know about.
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Standard Lens Option

These lenses are covered by insurance and Medicare, with no added out of pocket costs.

Monofocal Lenses

Monofocal or single focus lenses are your basic option. They help you see at one single focal
distance, usually set for far away, which means you’ll likely need glasses to focus on near
objects. It can be set for near, or in some cases one set for each, also known as monovision.
These lenses are covered by insurance and Medicare, with no added out of pocket costs.

Premium Lens Options

These lenses are not covered by insurance or Medicare and are considered a refractive procedure.
Premium lenses enhance your opportunity to reduce or eliminate your reliance on eye glasses after
cataract surgery. With symfony lenses, you may see halos, glare and starbursts, especially at night
around bright lights. This is normal and may potentially become less noticeable after a few months.

Toric Lenses | Approx. $1003 per eye

$575 Surgeon Insert Fee & a Surgery Center Lens Fee (Approx. $428)
Astigmatism is an irregular curvature to the clear front part of the eye. If we find this on your
pre-op testing you may qualify for a lens that addresses astigmatism at the time of cataract
surgery. This implant will correct your vision at one distance, either near or far, and the
astigmatism, giving you the chance to be free of glasses at one distance.

Multifocal Lenses | Approx. $2163 per eye

$1350 Surgeon Insert Fee & a Surgery Center Lens Fee (Approx. $813)
In addition to providing excellent distance vision, multifocal lenses offer personalized near
vision, depending on your most common daily tasks and lifestyle. You can focus where you use
your vision most without always depending on glasses.

Symfony or Extended Depth of Focus Lenses | Approx. $2163 per eye

$1350 Surgeon Insert Fee & a Surgery Center Lens Fee (Approx. $813)
This lens can give you a continuous range of high-quality vision: good distance (golf) and
intermediate (dashboard) with improved near vision (cell phone).

PanOptix Trifocal Lenses | Approx. $2295 per eye

$1350 Surgeon Insert Fee & a Surgery Center Lens Fee (Approx. $945)
This lens can offer you a combination of distance, good intermediate, and near vision. This may
be a good option for someone who spends lots of time on the computer.
****Disclaimer: Prices subject to change. Please call Central Texas Eye Center (512-353-1300) and San
Marcos Surgery Center (512-754-7999) for complete pricing****

Thank you for choosing San Marcos Surgery Center. We hope you will find your
experience here to be a positive one. In preparation for your upcoming procedure we
invite you to enter your medical information on our website:
www.onemedicalpassport.com.
1
2
3
4

Click on "Register"
Enter information under "Medical facility/ Physician" tab (if it gives you the option)
Follow the prompts
Our facility ID number is 000487

If you have internet access but have trouble with the program

or if you do not have internet access,
please call our Pre-admissions Nurse at (512) 754-7999 ext. 104 for help.
Leave a message if call is not answered right away, so we can return your
call. Preparation:
1. Do not eat or drink anything after the midnight before surgery
2. Wear comfortable clothes you can change into and out of
easily.
A) for shoulder surgeries, wear extra-large button up shirt
B) for knee surgeries wear pants that will allow for a bulky
bandage.
C) for Pain clinic injections wear clothes easy to change into
and out of.
Do
not
bring valuables or wear jewelry. Remove all body piercings.
3
4 If you wear contact lenses, bring containers for these to be stored in during surgery
5 Arrange for someone to drive you home and to stay with you for 24
hours after surgery.
6

Bring your insurance cards (s) and driver's license

7 We generally want you to take your blood pressure medicines with just a sip of water
by 6:00AM the morning of surgery. Do not take blood sugar lowering
medications
(insulin or pills} until after your procedure is done unless specifically
instructed to take them by your Physician or the Pre-admissions nurse.
Having low blood sugar can be very dangerous.

Our address is 1891 Medical Parkway in San Marcos,
Tx. 78666 Thank you for helping us help you.

